
 
Dodging and burning 

More light = brighter exposure = dodge

Less light = darker exposure = burn


1	 Dodging and burning on the image


• The toolbar allows the focus of the tool to be on highlights, midtowns or shadows.

• Control the size, softness and exposure. 

• Using a graphics tablet with pressure sensitivity creates a much more natural effect.


The disadvantage of this approach is that it is DESTRUCTIVE.





2  	 Dodging and burning on a new layer


• Create a new layer and label it “dodge” and change 
blend mode to Luminosity (affects tones not 
colours).


• Double-click on the new layer and protect the darks 
on the underlying layer using Blendif. Use a or 
o to feather the slider.


• B to select brush, D to default to black and white 
and set a soft white brush of an appropriate size ( X 
to swap foreground and background colour).


• Change  the brush opacity to 80 and the flow to 50 (for a mouse use 40 and 25), then paint on 
the blank layer that you have created to lighten the areas that you wish. Keep it subtle. If you 
have made a mistake, you can use the eraser tool on the layer. If you have overdone it, you can 
reduce the opacity of the layer.


• Create a similar layer, and label it “burn”. Use Blendif to protect the highlights and use a black 
brush with the similar settings to darken areas.


Painting with light 
Dodge and burn techniques



3	 Dodging and burning using curves adjustment layers


• Create a Curves adjustment layer and name it “dodge” 
and change the blend mode to Luminosity. Lift the middle 
portion of the curve, which will have the effect of lightening 
the layer below.


• Click on the mask and press x or v I to invert 
the mask, to mask the adjustment layer.


• Paint with a soft white brush on the areas that you want to 
lighten.


• Create a second curves layer and name it “burn”, change 
the blend mode to Luminosity, drag the curve 
downwards, invert the mask, and paint with a white brush 
on the mask to darken areas of the image.


The advantage of this method is that you can use the same 
soft white brush on both masks to do your dodging and 
burning. It is non-destructive and you can alter the curve 
and the opacity of the curves adjustment layer to fine tune 
your changes. You can also have more than one dodge or 
burn layer, for fine-tuning or for different areas of the image.


4  	 Dodging and burning with a 50% grey layer


• Create a new layer and call it “dodge and 
burn”.


• With the layer highlighted press q F5 to 
create a 50% grey layer.


•  Change the blend mode to overlay (or soft light 
if using a mouse)


• Press O to select the dodge tool, set the 
controls to 20% exposure and midtones. 
Dodge on the grey layer with the dodge tool. To 
burn just hold down a or o then let go 
when you want to dodge again.


The advantage of this method is that is very fast and it is very easy to move between dodging and 
burning. This method also makes the colours brighter or darker as well as the tones.

If you want to alter the contrast on the 50% grey layer, go to Image > Adjustments > Levels, or 
press v or x L  to create a levels layer. This is DESTRUCTIVE to the 50% grey layer, so 
you might want to copy (then hide) this layer as insurance.




5 	 Colour dodge and burn


•  Create solid colour layer and rename it “colour 
dodge”. Change the blend mode to Colour 
dodge and reduce the fill to 20%. Choose a light 
colour to dodge with (this can be changed later).


• Protect the highlights using Blendif to stop them 
burning out.


• Invert the mask using x or v I 

• Paint with a soft white brush on the mask to add 

the colour dodge.

• Create another solid colour layer called “colour 

burn”, change the blend mode to Colour burn 
and the fill to 15%, choose a darker colour for 
the fill layer, protect with Blendif, invert the mask 
and use brush in to colour burn.


Double click on the solid colour layer to reopen the 
colour picker, you can change the colour from here. Try out cooler and warmer colours to change 
the feel of the image.


6	 Colour dodge and burn gradient map


• Create a Gradient map adjustment layer

• Double click on the gradient to open it, then 

double click one the gradient handles to alter the 
colours from black and white to colours of your 
choice.


• Set the layer to Vivid light blend mode (this is 
equivalent to Colour dodge + Colour burn blend 
modes), change the fill to 25% and the opacity 
to 50%.


• Use a mask or inverted mask to paint the effect 
in and out.


This method will make the lights lighter and the 
darks darker as well as altering colour. 


7	 Radial dodge and burn


• For a radial dodge, create a Gradient layer and change it from a linear to a radial gradient.

• Alter the gradient to create a light colour to transparent gradient.

• Change the blend mode to Linear light and reduce the fill to 20%.

• Use Blendif to protect the highlights and shadows.

• While the gradient fill dialog box is open, the radial gradient can be moved around and rescaled.

• Mask in or out as required.

• A radial burn is essentially the opposite. Use a radial gradient, a black to transparent gradient 

and click Reverse. Protect using Blendif, reduce the fill and opacity as needed. Normal blend 
mode may work better here


The advantage of this method is the ability to move the radial gradient around, and also control its 
effects on the underlying image.




Some useful keyboard shortcuts for brushes 
B	 	 select brush

[  decrease size of brush (add q to decrease hardness)

]	 	 increase size of brush (add q to increase hardness)

Hold q	 straight lines

c	 	 crosshair


With any painting tool selected:


Mac 
v + o and drag left/right	 decrease/ increase brush size. 

v + o and drag up/down	 decrease/ increase brush hardness


Windows 
a + Right Mouse and drag left right 	 decrease/ increase brush size 

a + Right Mouse and drag up/down 	 decrease/ increase brush hardness


 


